Intellabridge Technology Corporation to present at OTC Markets Small Cap Growth
Virtual Investor Conference
Menlo Park, California, Vancouver, British Columbia, and Boulder, Colorado--(Newsfile Corp. November 29, 2021) - Intellabridge Technology Corporation (CSE: KASH) (OTCQB: KASHF)
(FSE: 98AA) ("Intellabridge") is pleased to announce that John Eagleton, Intellabridge CEO, will
present at the OTC Markets Small Cap Growth Virtual Investor Conference on Thursday,
December 2, 2021.
At this conference, John Eagleton will discuss Intellabridge’s record user growth rates, as well
as progress with banking and financial technology partners in Europe and North America for the
rollout of it’s neo-banking platform expected to be available in certain markets starting in
December 2021.
OTC Markets Small Cap Growth Virtual Investor Conference is an interactive live forum that
allows publicly-traded companies to meet and present to investors, and respond to their
questions in a real time. The Company invites individual and institutional investors, as well as
advisors and analysts. Learn more about the event here: VirtualInvestorConferences.com.

About Intellabridge Technology Corporation
Intellabridge Technology Corporation (CSE: KASH) (OTCQB: KASHF) (FSE: 98AA) is a digital
bank based on blockchain technologies that provides retail and institutional investors with
access to decentralized financial applications with additional layers of cybersecurity and
customer service. Intellabridge offers depositors self-custody services to empower them with
complete transparency and control over their accounts through its institutional-grade platform.
The Kash product features DeFi interest-bearing savings accounts, stablecoin checking, fiatcrypto on-ramps, synthetic stock, ETF and commodity investing, and other DeFi banking
services, with plans to offer debit cards, virtual cards, Apple Pay, Google Pay in a growing
number of markets globally.
The Kash platform is available on web and mobile at www.kash.io. For more information on
Intellabridge, visit www.intellabridge.com.
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The CSE does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
Forward-Looking Statements
This news release contains certain forward-looking information and forward-looking statements
within the meaning of applicable securities legislation (collectively "forward-looking statements").
The use of any of the word "will" and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking
statements. These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors
that may cause actual results or events to differ materially from those anticipated in such
forward looking statements. Such forward-looking statements should not be unduly relied upon.
Actual results achieved may vary from the information provided herein as a result of numerous
known and unknown risks and uncertainties and other factors. The Company believes the
expectations reflected in those forward-looking statements are reasonable, but no assurance
can be given that these expectations will prove to be correct. The Company does not undertake
to update these forward-looking statements, except as required by law.

